
Indian Holidays & Tours 

 Courtesy of - Indian Train Tourism based in Colombo, Sri Lanka 

 

"Based in Colombo, the capital city of Sri Lanka 'Indian holidays & tours' is a travel agent with 
highly intellectual thinking capacity & creativity to cater and deliver their customers with their 
perfect travel getaway to a wonderful vacation.  

Drawing their attention to the beautiful country filled with diversified cultures and surrounding 
nature to make you relax and to have a soothing travel experience, Indian Holidays & Tours 
specialise in handling customised tour packages suiting to your needs in India. 

Flights & Hotels 

Unlike certain travel agents, Indian Holidays & Tours consider about the passengers needs and 
wants during their stay at the destination. 

If you are a busy traveller who wants your travel package to India to be looked in to by a 
professional travel agent, look no further 'Indian Holidays & Tours' is the perfect option for your 
needs. 

Separate agent looking in to your needs and wants during your travel, everything that you require 
from your Airport pick up, to the drop at the Airport in return is customised and designed 
according to your requirement, all the above and many to ask for at Indian Holidays & Tours. 

You as a traveller will have the first meeting in a convenient manner over the telephone, email or 
visiting their office at the ground floor of the 'World Trade Centre - Sri Lanka'. Having their 
expertise worrying about your travel and how comfortable that its going to be for you, you would 
be engaged in preparing for the big trip you planned for India the destination which awaits you 
with loads of adventure, nature to sooth you, artefacts and buildings which gives you feeling of 
astonishment. 

It is the treatment which is provided to the customer which makes Indian Holidays & Tours such a 
wonderful experience. You will be always instructed about your travel arrangements over the 
phone or via email to which you can make amends if needed. 

If explained of the budget and the area of which you will be mostly based, Indian Holidays & Tours 
will look after your hotel bookings and the other arrangements needed for your escapade at India. 
I just explained you a travel story of a busy traveller who experienced the wonderful customer 
experience at Indian Holidays & Tours. Just try them out & find out what your travel experience 
with Indian Holidays & Tours is…! 

 

 



Indian Train tourism 

Indian Holidays& Tours is one of the best travel experience that caters to all travel requirement to 
a traveller who is willing to experience the best in India, one of the beautiful countries with lot to 
offer to the visitors. 

They are the pioneers and one of the rarest places where you will get to experience 'Indian Train 
Tourism' provided in house. 

Train is considered to be one of the best transport means which you will be able to gain rest which 
is important during your travel, comfort and mostly the less disturbance to your travel caused by 
causes such as traffic etc. 

 

Make your travel possible, jump the queues, be ready, when you are in India travel train, we are 
Indian Train Tourism…!" 

Contact details – No 01 – 02, Ground floor, West tower, World Trade Centre, Echelon square, 
Colombo 01, Sri Lanka. 

Telephone – (+94 11) 2380028 / 2326664 / 2436017 Fax – (+94 11) 2335763 

Email – holidaypackage@sltnet.lk / shariq@sltnet.lk 
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